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SUMMARY
The fact that there exists a core sinusoidal oscillator at the heart of Saito’s double-screw hysteresis chaotic
oscillator is demonstrated. By applying Bruton’s transformation
to the active linear part of the circuit, which is shown to be a
classical LC-R negative resistor sinusoidal oscillator, an inductorless realization based on a frequency-dependent negative resistor
(FDNR) is obtained. The LC-R sinusoidal oscillator is replaced
by an FDNR-R oscillator. Furthermore, we show that chaotic
behaviour can be preserved when a simple minimum component
2R-2C sinusoidal oscillator is used. Two diﬀerent realizations of
the non-monotone current-controlled hysteresis resistor, one of
which is completely passive, are investigated. Experimental results of selected circuits, PSpice and numerical simulations are
included.
key words: chaos, oscillators, hysteresis, double-screw

1.

Fig. 1 (b) [6], [10]. The linear negative resistor is implemented by means of op amp U1 and resistors R1 ,
R2 , R3 whereas the hysteresis resistor is constructed
using op amp U2 , resistors R4 , R5 , R6 and two zener
diodes. A typical hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 1 (c)
when R4 = R5 = 10 kΩ, R6 = 5 kΩ and using standard
3.3 V zener diodes.
It is the aim of this work to show that Saito’s
chaotic oscillator can be functionally decomposed into
two directly coupled blocks, namely a sinusoidal oscillator and a current-controlled hysteresis resistor. First
we consider two realizations of the hysteresis resistor

Introduction

A hysteretic chaotic oscillator is one in which the
nonlinear element exhibits hysteretic behaviour resulting from slow-fast dynamics. Hysteretic behaviour
in electronic circuits, such as that which occurs in a
Schmitt trigger or a non-monotone nonlinear resistor,
is normally associated with fold bifurcations; it manifests itself as “jumps” in voltages or currents at impasse points [1]. The fast dynamics associated with
a non-monotone current-controlled (voltage-controlled)
negative resistor may be modelled by a small transit inductance (capacitance) in series (parallel) with
the resistor [1], [2]. Several hysteresis chaos generators
have been introduced in literature [3]–[7] and most recently in [8], [9]. However, Saito’s double-screw oscillator [6] has gained wide popularity as a classical hysteretic chaotic oscillator which has been modelled and
analyzed in detail [6], [10]. This oscillator, shown in
Fig. 1 (a), contains a non-monotone current-controlled
hysteresis resistor NR , an inductor L, a capacitor C,
and a linear current-controlled negative resistor R, in
addition to the transit inductance L0 which completes
the model. The linear negative resistor adds energy
to the circuit to separate trajectories while the hysteresis element switches the trajectory between two
dimensional regions to keep it bounded. A practical implementation of Saito’s oscillator is shown in
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1 (a) Saito’s double-screw hysteresis oscillator,
(b) Implementation given in [6], [10], (c) Typical hysteresis loop.
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diﬀerent from the one shown in Fig. 1 (b) and conﬁrm
the observation of the double-screw using one of these
realizations, which is active, and the single-screw using the other, which is passive. Next, we show that
the linear active part of Saito’s circuit is actually the
classical LC-R sinusoidal oscillator. Hence, by applying Bruton’s transformation [11], this oscillator can be
replaced with an FDNR-R oscillator resulting in an inductorless realization of the chaotic circuit. This realization further inspires another chaotic oscillator based
on a minimum component 2R-2C sinusoidal oscillator.
In conclusion, two facts are stressed:

(a)

1) The stretching mechanism in Saito’s oscillator is
actually not performed by the linear negative resistor (see Fig. 1 (a)), but rather more generally with
an active sinusoidal oscillator.
2) The folding mechanism is performed by a nonlinear
resistor which is not necessarily active.
Experimental results, PSpice and numerical simulations are shown.
2.

New Implementations of Saito’s Oscillator

2.1 Using Diﬀerent Nonlinear Resistors
Recently, a 4D chaotic oscillator based on a diﬀerential hysteresis comparator was proposed in [9]. From
this oscillator, the diﬀerential hysteresis comparator is
extracted, its single-ended form obtained and then employed as the current-controlled nonlinear resistor in
Saito’s oscillator. Due to its symmetry, the observation
of a double-screw attractor is expected. The resulting
realization of Saito’s circuit is shown in Fig. 2 (a) where
resistors R2 , R3 , R4 and the associated op amps synthesize the hysteresis comparator. Note that the linear
negative resistor is realized using a current feedback op
amp (CFOA) and a single grounded resistor R1 . This
realization requires two resistors less than a conventional realization based on a voltage op amp (VOA)
and improves the circuit’s frequency response [12], [13].
PSpice simulations of the circuit in Fig. 2 (a) were
carried out using an AD844 CFOA, TL084 (AD713)
VOAs, all biased with ±9 V supplies, and taking
L = 100 mH, C = 4.7 nF, R1 = 3 kΩ, R2 = 10 kΩ,
R3 = 100 kΩ and R4 = 12 kΩ. As expected, the
double-screw chaotic attractor [6] is observed, as shown
in Fig. 2 (b).
Consider optimizing this circuit for high-speed,
low-voltage and low-power applications. It can be realized that the optimization process is not easy due
to the active nature of the nonlinear resistor. Hence,
we investigate the possibility of utilizing a passive Sshaped (current-controlled) negative diﬀerential resistor instead of the active hysteresis resistor. A catalogue
of such nonlinear resistors using bipolar transistors has

(b)
Fig. 2 (a) New realization of Saito’s oscillator using a singleended hysteresis comparator [9], (b) The obtained double-screw
chaotic attractor in the VC –IL plane.

been introduced in [14]. From this catalogue, a simple two-transistor, one-resistor implementation is selected and incorporated into Saito’s oscillator as shown
in Fig. 3 (a). The S-shaped nonlinear resistor is composed of transistors QP and QN in addition to resistor R2 . Due to its antisymmetric current-voltage characteristics (experimental I–V characteristics for diﬀerent values of R2 are shown in Fig. 2 (b) of [14]), only
a single-screw can be observed in the PSpice simulation (Fig. 3 (b)) of the circuit which is performed with
L = 47 µH, C = 47 pF, R1 = 150 Ω and R2 = 2 kΩ.
Here, a BC559 PNP transistor and a Q2N2222 NPN
transistor were used. It is clear that chaotic behaviour
persists when a passive nonlinear resistor is used, although only a single-screw is observed in this case.
From a circuit design point of view, the operating frequency and power supply limitations imposed by a passive nonlinear resistor are mainly those dictated by the
fabrication technology. Also, from an application point
of view, there is no evidence that double-screw chaos
is more advantageous than single-screw chaos. Hence,
passive nonlinearities are recommended where possible.
2.2 Inductorless Implementations Based on Saito’s
Circuit Decomposition
Although it is possible to obtain an inductorless re-
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 (a) Saito’s oscillator using a diﬀerential S-shaped passive nonlinear resistor, (b) The observed single-screw attractor in
the VC –IL plane.

alization of Saito’s oscillator by directly replacing the
inductor with an active RC circuit that emulates its
function, a diﬀerent and more compact approach can
be adopted based on physical decomposition of this circuit into two directly coupled blocks: a sinusoidal oscillator and a nonlinear resistor. This decomposition not
only facilitates circuit realization but provides a diﬀerent understanding of the stretching mechanism of the
trajectories.
Consider the capacitor C shown in Fig. 1 (a). This
capacitor can be thought of as composed of two parallel
capacitors: a relatively large capacitor CO and another
smaller one CS . It can thus be seen that the negative
linear resistor along with the inductor and capacitor CO
form a classical active tank resonator, also known as the
LC-R sinusoidal oscillator. The non-monotone resistor,
the transit inductor L0 and the switching capacitance
CS form the hysteresis resistor. CS can practically be
a parasitic capacitor. Accordingly, Bruton’s transformation [11] can be applied to the LCO -R oscillator resulting in the inductor being transformed into a resistor
while CO transforms into a frequency-dependent negative resistor (FDNR), which is a linear active block.

Such an implementation is shown in Fig. 4 (a) where the
components R1 , R2 , R3 , C1 , C2 and the corresponding
op amps form an FDNR based on Antoniou’s classical
GIC [15]. The grounded resistor R is the transformed
inductor. The rest of the circuit represents the hysteresis resistor and the parasitic switching capacitor.
A PSpice simulation of the circuit was carried out
taking R1 = R2 = R3 = 2.5 kΩ, R4 = R5 = 10 kΩ,
R6 = R = 5 kΩ, C1 = C2 = 1 nF, C = 100 pF and using
3.3 V zener diodes. Indeed, the double-screw attractor
is observed as shown in Fig. 4 (b). This behaviour persists with even smaller values of C. Thus the stretching
mechanism in Saito’s circuit is actually performed by
a sinusoidal oscillator and not just by a linear negative
resistor. This understanding agrees well with recent results of studying the dynamics of the chaotic Colpitts
oscillator [16], [17] and Chua’s circuit [18].
Since the active tank resonator and its FDNR-R
transformation are nothing but sources of sinusoidal oscillations when disconnected from any nonlinear resistor, we investigate the possibility of using a minimum
component 2R-2C sinusoidal oscillator to replace the
active resonator. This results in the circuit shown in
Fig. 5 (a) where the CFOA along with components R1 ,
R2 , C1 and C2 form a sinusoidal oscillator with a condition for oscillation and frequency of oscillation given
respectively by:
R1
C2
+
=1
R2
C1

1
and ω0 = √
R2 C2

(1)

A design set that satisﬁes the oscillation condition is
to take R2 = 2R1 and C1 = 2C2 . The ratio R2 /R1
resembles a gain factor and should be slightly greater
than 2 to start oscillations.
PSpice simulations of the circuit in Fig. 5 (a) were
performed with R1 = 1 kΩ, R2 = 2.35 kΩ, C1 = 2 nF,
C2 = 1 nF, R4 = R5 = 10 kΩ and R6 = 5 kΩ. The observed chaotic attractor in the VC2 –IR4 plane is shown
in Fig. 5 (b). Note that the current IR4 is essentially
the same current in the transit inductor L0 .
It is worth noting that although in the sinusoidal
oscillator R1 and C1 can interchange positions without
aﬀecting its behaviour, this is not possible once coupled
to the hysteresis resistor, since C1 also plays the role
of the switching capacitor, which is an essential part of
Saito’s oscillator.
The following equation set describes this chaotic
oscillator:
VC2 − VC1
− IL0
R1


1
1
1
C2 V̇C2 =
−
VC1
VC2 −
R1
R2
R1
L0 IL0 = VC1 − VR
C1 V̇C1 =

(2a)

and VR is the voltage across the nonlinear resistor expressed as:
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4 (a) Inductorless realization of Saito’s oscillator resulting from the application of
Bruton’s transformation to the active tank resonator, (b) The double-screw attractor in
the VC1 –VC2 plane.

1
VR = Rb IL0 + (Ra − Rb )(|IL0 + I| − |IL0 − I|),
2
(2b)
where Ra and Rb are the slopes in the inner and outer
regions respectively and ±I are the breakpoints [10].
For the choice of C1 = 2C2 = 2C, R2 = KR1 = KR
and by setting:
VC1
VC2
RIL0
t
, X=
, Y =
, Z=
,
RC
Vn
Vn
Vn
R2 C
Rb
1 Ra − Rb
RI
, α2 =
, β=
, m=
,
α1 =
R
2
R
L0
Vn
τ=

where Vn is an arbitrary voltage normalization constant
(=1 V), equation set (2) transforms into the following
dimensionless form:
2Ẋ = Y − X − Z


1
Ẏ = 1 −
Y −X
K
Ż = β(X − f (Z))
and

(3a)

f (Z) = α1 Z + α2 (|Z + m| − |Z − m|)

(3b)

Numerical integration of (3) was carried out using an
adaptive-step Runge-Kutta algorithm taking K = 2.5,
α1 = 10, α2 = −7.5, m = 0.25 and β = 1000. The nonlinear resistor parameters Ra , Rb and I were taken as:
−5 kΩ, 10 kΩ and 250 µA respectively. The obtained
X–Y –Z trajectory is plotted in Fig. 5 (c). Chaotic behaviour persists for a wide range of parameter values (β ∈ [0.5, 1000], K ∈ [2.25, 3.2], α1 ∈ [3, 14],
α2 ∈ [−5, −25], m ∈ [0.1, 10]).
Using the same 2R-2C sinusoidal oscillator coupled
to the passive S-shaped nonlinear resistor, as shown in
Fig. 6 (a), a single screw can be observed. Figure 6 (b)
shows a PSpice simulation carried out with R1 = 1 kΩ,
R2 = 2.24 kΩ, C1 = 2 nF, C2 = 1 nF and R3 = 2 kΩ.
Note however, that the role of the switching capacitor is now performed by C2 instead of C1 as compared
to Fig. 5 (a). The S-shaped nonlinear resistor possesses
two turning points; a peak point (IP , VP ) and a valley point (IV , VV ) [14]. Thus the chaotic oscillator of
Fig. 6 (a) can be described by the following equations:
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(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

(c)

(c)

Fig. 5 (a) Derived chaotic oscillator based on a 2R-2C sinusoidal oscillator and using the active hysteresis resistor, (b) Observed attractor in the VC2 –IR4 plane, (c) The X–Y –Z phase
space trajectory obtained by numerically integrating (3).

Fig. 6 (a) Derived chaotic oscillator based on a 2R-2C sinusoidal oscillator and using a passive S-shaped nonlinear resistor,
(b) Observed single-screw attractor in the VC1 –VC2 plane, (c)
X–Y trajectory obtained from numerical integration of (5).
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VC2 − VC1
R1


1
1
1
=
−
VC1 − IL0
VC2 −
R1
R2
R1

C1 V̇C1 =
C2 V̇C2

(4a)

L0 I˙L0 = VC2 − VR
and VR is the voltage across the nonlinear resistor expressed as:

IL0


IL0 ≥ IV



 IV V −V
P
V
VR = VP −
(IL0 −IP ) IP ≤ IL0 < IV

I
−I
V
P


 VP

 IL0 0 ≤ IL0 < IP
IP
(4b)

(a)

With the same expressions of X, Y , Z, τ and β used
to derive (3) in addition to the following settings:
P1 =

VP
IV
VV
RIV
, P2 =
, VVn =
,m =
,
VV
IP
Vn
Vn
(b)

the dimensionless form of (4) is given by:
2Ẋ = Y − X


1
Ẏ = 1 −
Y −X −Z
K

(5a)

Ż = β(Y − f (Z)) and

Z


Z≥m

m





P −1 P2

P1 − 1
Z −1
P2 −1 m
f (Z) = VVn
m


≤Z <m


P
2



P
m
P

 1 2Z 0 ≤ Z
m
P2
(5b)
Numerical integration of (5) was carried out using an
adaptive-step Runge-Kutta algorithm taking K = 2.4,
P1 = 1.56, P2 = 100, m = 5, VVn = 0.63 and β = 1000.
The observed X–Y trajectory is shown in Fig. 6 (c).
3.

Experimental Results

The circuits of Figs. 5 (a) and 6 (a) were veriﬁed experimentally with the same values used in PSpice simulations and taking R2 as a 5 kΩ potentiometer for
tuning. The VC2 –VR4 trajectory (VR4 is the voltage
across R4 measured by a diﬀerential probe) observed
from the ﬁrst circuit is shown in Fig. 7 (a). The results agree qualitatively with both PSpice and numerical simulations. Figure 7 (b) represents the VC1 –VC2
trajectory of the second circuit which was implemented
with a BC559 PNP transistor and a Q2N2222 NPN
transistor. The results are also in good agreement
with PSpice and numerical simulations. The measured
power dissipation of the circuit in Fig. 5 (a) was found

Fig. 7 (a) Experimental results of the circuit in Fig. 5 (a).
Xaxis: VC2 0.1 V/div, Yaxis: VR4 1 V/div. (b) Experimental
results of the circuit in Fig. 6 (a). Xaxis: VC1 0.2 V/div, Yaxis:
VC2 0.2 V/div.

to be 830 mW while it was 108 mW for the circuit in
Fig. 6 (a). Both circuits used ±9 V supplies. The measured power reduction ratio (Prr ) is thus Prr = 7.7.
This is due to the antisymmetric characteristics of the
passive nonlinear resistor which allows a current swing
of approximately 6 mA while the active nonlinear resistor employs an op amp with a current swing of approximately 60 mA. We conﬁrm this observation by calculating a power dissipation ﬁgure from the mathematical models of (3) and (5) respectively. The quan
1 T
(X(t)2 + Y (t)2 + Z(t)2 )dt, with a suftity Q =
T 0
ﬁciently long simulation period T , is a good measure
of the average power consumption. For T = 300, integration of (3) results in Q = 4.94 while (5) results in
Q = 0.51. We calculate Prr = 9.7, which is in acceptable agreement with experimental observations.
4.

Conclusions

We emphasize the fact that chaotic behaviour is associated with the functions performed by groups of elements rather than by individual components. This was
demonstrated on the linear active part of Saito’s chaotic
oscillator, which is essentially an LC-R sinusoidal oscillator, where it was shown that other sinusoidal oscillator circuits can lead to chaotic behaviour as well.
It is thus beneﬁcial to develop a functional model of
any chaotic oscillator ﬁrst by separating the linear and
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nonlinear parts from each other and then by describing
the function performed by each part. In conclusion we
stress the following two points:
1) The stretching mechanism in Saito’s oscillator is
actually not performed by the linear negative resistor (see Fig. 1 (a)), but rather more generally by
an active sinusoidal oscillator. In this sense, inductorless realizations are directly obtained by using
an RC sinusoidal oscillator.
2) The folding mechanism is performed by a nonlinear
resistor which is not necessarily active.
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